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On average, about 10,500 trucks travel on each 
mile of the Interstate Highway System each day, 
and this number is expected to at least double 
by 2035 as export rates increase and popula-
tion growth increases demand for goods.1 In-
termodal facilities help to relieve congestion on 
roadways and at seaports, as customers can take 
advantage of access to more cost-effective rail 
for long hauls. These specialized facilities, often 
also called inland ports, transfer goods between 
truck and rail but are not necessarily adjacent 
to waterways. Goods are often transferred in 
intermodal containers but can also be transferred 
through transloading. Such sites are often lo-
cated outside of major metropolitan areas, where 
there may be sites in proximity to existing rail 
and highway infrastructure that are available for 
development.  They often function as economic 
hubs, attracting warehousing, transportation 
and logistics support services to help goods move 
through the supply chain. Savings in time and 
transportation costs benefit shippers, increasing 
productivity and competitiveness. 

As international trade continues to grow, it be-
comes increasingly important for manufacturing 
agriculture, and other industries to have strategi-
cally-located facilities with access to major inter-
national transportation assets, support services, 
and suburban and rural communities. Develop-
ment of inland port facilities often occurs with 
investment from both public and private sec-
tors and generates new jobs, demonstrating the 
importance of freight as a driver of economic 
development in a region.  Regional planning and 
economic development organizations, includ-
ing rural and small metropolitan transportation 
planning organizations (RPOs and MPOs) and 
economic development districts (EDDs), across 
the nation are making use of such freight assets 
to develop economic strategies for their regions.
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In the 1980s an underutilized rail spur that became the 
property of auburn-lewiston laid dormant. the staggers 
act had passed in 1980, deregulating the rail industry and 
allowing railroad companies to sell or abandon parts of 
unprofitable rail. robert Grossman, a short line opera-
tor from Pennsylvania, approached auburn-lewiston 
with an idea to run the underutilized rail line to Vermont. 
although the spur needed to be rehabilitated, it served 
a large area of potential industrial property. the cities 
agreed to his plan and allowed Grossman to create a new 
long-term lease with sl&a, and an economic develop-
ment administration (eda) grant provided federal money 
to rehabilitate the rail spur. the addition of the rail spur 
to regional transportation assets began to attract cus-
tomers. one of these customers, safe Handling, Inc., a 
full-service bulk product transportation and toll process-
ing company, located there during this time. this would 
not have happened without the rail spur, which has since 
come to serve countless other businesses as well as the 
Maine Intermodal terminal. 

the 35-acre Maine Intermodal terminal facility opened 
in 1994 near the auburn/lewiston Municipal airport, rail 
lines, the Maine turnpike, and state highways, devel-
oped through a partnership between the state of Maine, 
the auburn-lewiston metro area, the Federal Highway 
administration (FHWa) and sl&a. the FHWa’s Conges-
tion Management and air Quality Improvement (CMaQ) 
program funded $3 million of the $5 million initial inter-

Port of Auburn and Maine intermodal terminal

SL&A trains in Auburn, Maine.
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the auburn-lewiston metropolitan area is located 40 miles 
north and inland from Portland, Maine. the st. lawrence 
& atlantic railroad (sl&a) passes through the twin cit-
ies, traveling 260 miles from Portland to sainte-rosalie, 
Quebec, and connecting to the Canadian national rail-
way in richmond, Quebec. this geographic position and 
rail infrastructure provide Maine with access to deep-wa-
ter ports: Halifax, nova scotia to the east and Vancouver, 
British Columbia to the west. twenty-five years ago, the 
process began to expand area transportation assets that 
now include enhanced rail access, the Maine Intermodal 
terminal, industrial parks, port designation, and a Foreign 
trade Zone. these investments have contributed to sig-
nificant economic development in the region. 

Regional Resilience through Partnership
In the 19th century, the power of the androscoggin river 
was harnessed for water-powered mills in auburn and to 
create a large textile-manufacturing center in lewiston. 
With a rail spur operated by Canadian national, pro-
duction in auburn-lewiston peaked in the 1920s and 
declined by the 1960s with the loss of the textile and shoe 
manufacturing industries in the region. In the 1980s and 
1990s large companies moved in near the Maine turn-
pike, in the vicinity of the auburn-lewiston Municipal 
airport which boasted available land for expansion and 
rail access. three industrial parks opened, supported by 
such existing infrastructure as the airport, sl&a rail-
road, and exit 75 off of the Maine turnpike.2 
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modal project cost, widely recognized as an innovative ap-
plication of CMaQ funds. the project added parking and 
container storage, a weighing and freight-control opera-
tions center, a lift provided by the railroad, and improved 
track. 

In the first year, 6,000 containers came through the facil-
ity, but 10,000 to 12,000 were needed to break even. 
according to Bob thompson, executive director of the 
androscoggin Valley Council of Governments (aVCoG), 
in 1995 a $600,000 eda grant and $150,000 in local 
and state match funded upgrades to the auburn-lewiston 
line which feeds the intermodal facility. state bond funds 
dispersed in 1997 funded subsequent improvements.3 this 
effort was a product of public-private partnership. au-
burn had been paying attention to intermodal transporta-
tion and saw potential for an inland port. they conducted 
considerable background work, meeting with intermodal 
operators in Halifax and Montreal, and partnered with 
Grossman’s company, emons transportation, to do a 
market analysis. When the Intermodal surface transporta-
tion efficiency act (Istea) passed in 1991, they finally 
had an opportunity to fund the project idea they had been 
developing with the CMaQ funds that came out of that 
legislation. Positive improvements in air quality were now 
directly linked to transportation, and the federal funding 
could be used in new ways to support projects. 

Commitments from emons and Canadian national 
brought the necessary pieces together to invest public 
money in a difficult financial environment.4 Initially, 
there was little freight in the area—the developers tried 
to create buzz about the new intermodal container ship-
ping opportunity, which was eventually picked up by the 
mainstream media. a marketing study found that Maine 
could justify one intermodal facility in the state, but other 
cities started pushing for their own intermodal facilities, 
wanting to take advantage of the apparent success in au-
burn. as more facilities opened up in the state, it diluted 
the brand and none of the intermodal facilities were mak-
ing money. although auburn is well-positioned to house 
a successful intermodal center, competing developments 
caused the facility to struggle, even to the verge of shut-
down. ultimately, the other intermodal facilities that were 
not as well-positioned closed instead and the original 
vision for the singular auburn intermodal center to serve 
the entire state was realized. 

Achieving Freight Balance
according to Matt Jacobson, current President and Ceo 
of Maine and Company (a private, nonprofit business-
recruiting organization), and former President and Coo 
of sl&a, the initial need for the facility grew out of rail 
necessity.  railroads prefer to balance container ship-
ments moving in each direction in order to avoid empty 
containers. there was good outbound demand from the 
paper mills in Maine (the state is the second largest paper 
producer in the country), but railroads aren’t interested 
in facilities that aren’t balanced. this can be a common 
issue in rural regions that may lack this necessary balance 
of imports and exports, but in auburn’s case, connections 
to major metropolitan areas like Boston and Chicago 
helps to alleviate this problem: forming new relationships 
provides opportunities for balance by accessing nearby 
regions.5 If containers cannot be filled in auburn for a 
return trip, companies in other easily accessible areas can 
fill them instead. locating a single intermodal center in a 
strategic location benefits the entire region by providing 
cost-effective access to freight solutions.   

Growth Council Map
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By 2001 there were 15,000 containers handled at the 
Maine Intermodal terminal in auburn and $500,000 in 
additional CMaQ funds added even more storage space.6 
Jacobson points out that besides those companies that 
have moved to the region to directly utilize the intermodal 
terminal, still more have come to take advantage of the 
world-class freight and logistics capabilities that have 
developed around it. In conjunction, they “provide access 
to the world market—the impact is continuously real-
ized and redefined,” he says. “a number of businesses are 
locating there all because they built capacity around the 
intermodal facility. support businesses grew up around it.” 
Businesses relocating or expanding benefit from access to 
these services and infrastructure investments. 

since 2000, almost 1.4 million square feet of warehous-
ing and distribution facilities have opened; Walmart’s 
21-acre food distribution center, which opened in 2005, 
comprises half of the new square footage. as Maine’s 
largest distribution center, the Walmart facility distributes 
to supercenters throughout northern new england and is 
one of lewiston’s top-ten employers. Partnerships among 
the City of lewiston, the lewiston-auburn economic 
Growth Council and Maine and Company helped to fa-
cilitate the deal in the face of stiff competition with other 
communities. a collaborative effort and compelling local 
employment data indicating an available pool of loyal, ef-
ficient workers contributed to the deal.7 this success story 
reflects the importance of public infrastructure investment 
and collaboration in bringing new businesses to a region, 
and is an indication of the centrality of the facility and 
distribution industry as assets in the regional economic 
strategy coordinated by aVCoG and its partners.

the attractiveness of the auburn-lewiston area was fur-
ther enhanced when the Port of auburn opened in 2004. 
this port designation is an amendment to the status in 
Portland, Maine that was granted to reflect the customs-
controlled yard that now exists in auburn, including the 
Maine Intermodal terminal as well as the surrounding 
area. this expanded port jurisdiction was the solution to 
a business problem of dealing with an increasingly rigor-
ous customs regime that developed after the tragedies of 
september 11, 2001. operators at the Maine Intermodal 
terminal had to find a way to handle customs on-site to 
make it easier for customers to get their freight. Project 
developers fought for the customs clearance through then-
u.s. senators susan Collins and olympia snowe. obtain-
ing customs clearance was not an easy task, as adding 
another port designation would have been cost-prohib-
itive, but a creative solution emerged that utilizes part-
time services of existing customs employees from nearby 
Portland.8 the inland Port of auburn now handles more 
tonnage than the sea ports in the state except Portland.  
In addition, the Maine Intermodal terminal offers the 
only double stack rail service in northern new england, 
according to Genesee & Wyoming Inc., which owns the 
sl&a railroad.  thanks to its location for intermodalism 
(as an intermediary between Canada and the northeast 
united states) and transportation assets, the 53,000-resi-
dent lewiston-auburn area is now a logistics hub. rail 
access, proximity to the Maine turnpike and a location 
within 30 minutes of half of Maine’s population have 
contributed to this development, as have the collaborative 
efforts of local economic development organizations and 
the cities. 

Crossing from Auburn to Lewiston
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commitment to the Logistics industry
the twin cities of lewiston and auburn have a tax-
sharing district because of their proximity to the airport, 
and so have a long history of doing things jointly. decades 
ago, city officials and economic development agencies 
identified and nurtured logistics as an emerging industry. 
they did so by investing in the rail-to-truck intermodal 
transfer facility and more recently through activities like 
achieving Foreign trade Zone (FtZ) and Pine tree devel-
opment Zone statuses that provide benefits for local busi-
nesses. Comprehensive plans are centered on infrastruc-
ture like the intermodal terminal and the airport. effective 
use of zoning mechanisms has mapped out an industrial 
development center that helps to determine short-term 
and long-range development. 

Cooperation and sustained investment have made the 
current regional transportation assets a reality. the 
community and local businesses have benefitted from 
the intermodal center, port designation and FtZ status. 
several more local industrial parks have opened in the last 
decade, including the 80-acre auburn Industrial park in 
2006. auburn is also home to the auburn-lewiston air-
park, opened in the 1980s and the Kittyhawk Industrial 
Park opened in the 1990s, both of which are located near 
the railroad, airport, and highway. rail has re-emerged as 
a significant driver of regional economic development and 
job creation. In auburn, 18 percent of the city’s workforce 
is employed in the manufacturing sector and auburn saw 
an increase of almost 450 jobs from 2003 to 2008, with 

the largest increases in the transportation and utilities sec-
tor. the development of the intermodal facility undoubt-
edly influenced this increase.11 In addition to the attractive 
local infrastructure assets described above, businesses also 
benefit from state assistance programs that understand the 
link between transportation infrastructure and economic 
development.

Outlook for the Future
In the near future, secured funds amounting to $3 million 
will be used to rebuild a mile of track on the back side of 
the intermodal facility that will open 300 acres for indus-
trial development. the City of auburn will build it using 
state bond money, and then lease it back to sl&a. lon-
ger-term plans may add a passenger intermodal facility to 
relieve congestion, but it will take time to gain necessary 
capital even though there is adequate ridership. recently 
an additional $2 million in state bond funds have been 
used to purchase an underutilized section of rail connect-
ing Yarmouth Junction to danville Junction. this state 
ownership is important for future passenger line access to 
expand to the west and northwest.  

Continued public infrastructure investment will further 
regional economic development in the years to come by 
expanding and utilizing regional assets. Jacobson has been 
involved in the developments in auburn-lewiston over 
the past two decades in varying capacities, and cites the 
long-term commitment of the people involved for its du-
ration as the key to success. aVCoG, auburn-lewiston, 
Maine and Company, the railroads and others initially 
united out of admitted desperation during tough financial 
times after the loss of major shoe and textile industries 
that had previously sustained the region. With the shared 
goals of growing and revitalizing the local economy, they 
developed long-lasting partnerships with a sustained 
commitment to economic development in the region. 
Public-private partnerships have allowed for market-
driven requests for resources made possible by advanced 
planning. as roland Miller, City of auburn director of 
Community and economic development, explains, “We 
have never lost our focus on how important logistics are 
to our economic development future. this is still where 
we have a tremendous advantage. We need to market, use 
our capacity judiciously and create additional capacity.”   
By working together, these partners developed assets and 
industries that serve businesses throughout the region, 
with benefits that extend even beyond state borders. 

Foreign trade zones (FtZs) provide special customs 
procedures and are considered to be outside of u.s. 
Customs territory, especially benefitting firms that 
import components to manufacture finished prod-
ucts for export. duty-free treatment of certain items 
and deferred duty payment help domestic industry 
compete with overseas producers.9 the Pine tree 
development Zone, legislation introduced by Gover-
nor John Baldacci and passed in 2003, targets areas 
within the state of Maine, including auburn-lewis-
ton, for economic development growth through tax 
incentives. these include 80 percent employment 
tax Increment Financing for ten years, 100 percent 
corporate income tax and insurance premium tax 
refund for five years, and sales and use tax exemp-
tions for construction materials and equipment pur-
chased for the zone.10 this has been a resource used 
for numerous projects in auburn, and recently these 
incentives were expanded statewide. 
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Auburn Free Trade Zone
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Business spotlight: savage safe handling
In 1989, business owner Ford reiche launched safe Handling (which he sold to savage in 2009) along the rail 
spur now a few miles from the intermodal center, taking advantage of the Maine Industrial rail access Program 
(IraP), which pays 50 percent of the cost to build rail sidings. He says that rail access was the reason for choos-
ing auburn when he started his business.12 Maine dot’s IraP program encourages economic development and 
increased rail use with $1,000,000 in state funds to pay up to half of estimated project costs for rail transporta-
tion enhancements.13 now called savage safe Handling, the headquarters in auburn includes a 200-acre facility 
located three miles from the Maine turnpike, 30 miles from Portland. the facility is made up of 35,000 square 
feet of temperature-controlled warehouse and office space, 65,000 square feet of central manufacturing facility, 
9,000 square feet of stand-alone manufacturing facility, and six rail-to-truck transloading gantries.14 In 2008, Ford 
reiche was named Mainebiz Business leader of the Year in the small-company category for his innovative busi-
ness approach that effectively utilizes freight rail and has positive environmental impacts. safe Handling began 
dry-to-wet transportation in 1997, receiving dry products from around the country and the world, mixing them 
into liquid products and shipping throughout Maine and the northeast. this innovative solution cut delivery costs 
in half and curbed emissions by up to 90 percent for his customers with shipping needs. In december 2007, safe 
Handling became Maine’s first ethanol terminal with a new 148-acre terminal in the Port of auburn. strategic lo-
cation makes them the middleman between fuel suppliers in the Midwest and Canada and wholesalers in Maine.15 
With ingenuity and strategic location use, the company has been able to capitalize on the access to rail and port 
designation. 
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Wisconsin and back in one day, whereas congestion in 
Chicago might prevent the load from even reaching Green  
Bay that day at all. 

Early Development
at first the railroads were uninterested in proposals from 
local parties to develop an intermodal facility, as they 
were concerned about close-range competition for freight 
loads. eventually, however, they decided that building in 
rochelle made economic sense. Few places could offer 
so much acreage and a switching point. the BnsF line 
from seattle and the uP line from los angeles cross in 
rochelle, so in 1998 the city built a short line railroad to 
provide switching service to both lines at no cost to the 
railroads. this investment was a first step in improving 
the city’s freight infrastructure that helped make the later 
development of the intermodal facility possible. the City 
of rochelle’s railroad was intended to provide access to 
the city’s industrial park, and was constructed with mate-
rials donated by the Chicago and northern transporta-
tion Company and state grants for infrastructure improve-
ments. this public-private partnership was coordinated 
by the now retired economic development director of 
the Greater rochelle economic development Corpora-
tion (GredCo), Ken Wise. In 2005, the city-owned short 
line was extended 9,900 feet for expanded access to uP 
and BnsF. 17  this further expansion reflects the success of 
the city’s original investment in creating opportunities for 
continued economic development.

Global iii – Rochelle, illinois

BNSF train in Rochelle, Illinois.
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Chicago has long been a major freight destination and 
interchange point: almost 500 freight trains operate in 
the greater Chicago region every day. Interstate highway 
networks, long-range planning, and geographical position 
have all contributed to the success of this hub.16 However, 
as rising gas prices have contributed to the growth of 
rail and intermodal shipping, Chicago area capacity has 
become stressed. Passenger vehicles compete with freight 
truck traffic on aging and insufficient highway infrastruc-
ture that did not keep pace with economic and population 
growth over time. In response to this congestion, several 
new facilities in the greater Chicago region have been 
built in the last decade, part of a national trend to site 
freight facilities in rural areas near major urban centers.  
one of these facilities is the union Pacific (uP) Global 
III intermodal center in rochelle, Illinois. as a major 
transportation hub where Burlington northern santa 
Fe (BnsF) and uP raillines cross just 80 miles west of 
Chicago, rochelle was ideally situated for the develop-
ment of an inland port to help relieve congestion and 
open opportunities for economic development in the 
region. like Chicago, rochelle is conveniently located 
with access to multiple transportation modes, but with-
out the congestion and competition for these resources 
experienced in the nearby metropolitan area. In addition 
to the rail junction, major roadways connect in rochelle 
as well: east/west Interstate 88 and north/south Interstate 
39 intersect with Illinois state routes 38 and 251, creating 
a convenient location for a rail-truck intermodal center. a 
container could be moved out of rochelle to Green Bay, 
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Business and Job Growth
due to fee-less connection and switching paired with low-
cost, municipally-owned utilities, rochelle is an attractive 
place to locate for businesses with freight shipping needs. 
these city investments helped rochelle take advantage of 
its location adjacent to major roadway and rail junctions. 
twelve industries now utilize the city railroad, which gives 
equal access and still has room to expand even further. 
Cold food storage was the first industry to utilize these 
city services, with three frozen food companies utilizing 
25 million cubic feet of space. Four thousand cars per 
year distribute frozen foods in rochelle’s major cold food 
storage facilities. access to both railroads through the 
rochelle railroad short line spurred economic develop-
ment by contributing to businesses’ decisions to locate 
in rochelle. as a result, the city has seen tremendous job 
growth in recent years, with the number of primary jobs 
recently growing 28 percent, from 4,087 jobs in 2004 to 
5,223 jobs in 2008.18 this increase is significant for a city 
in the prairie lands of northern Illinois with a population 
under 10,000. rochelle is surrounded by a large regional 
labor pool which companies can utilize for both skilled 
and unskilled labor. some of this recent job growth is 
attributed to the construction of uP’s Global III facility, 
which takes advantage of rochelle’s strategic location 
and the convenience provided by existing infrastructure, 
including the city railroad.

Overcoming Obstacles
state senator Bradley Burzynski and GredCo’s Ken 
Wise secured funding for a $50,000 study of the poten-
tial impact of an intermodal center located in rochelle 

that helped to convince stakeholders that the project was 
worthwhile, although some local concerns still needed to 
be addressed. the city was concerned about the environ-
mental impacts and did not want stacked containers to 
be visible. they approved the development on the condi-
tion that it did not become an eyesore. Because of this 
condition, the facility is hidden behind 30-foot berms and 
containers are not stacked—they are immediately put on 
chassis. sensitivity to local concerns generated a solution 
that met the needs of those immediately affected by the 
facility’s physical presence, side-stepping oft-troublesome 
“nIMBY” obstacles. 

With these obstacles overcome, the facility was then built 
with $181 million in private investment. Construction 
of the Global III inland port finished in 2003. the facil-
ity is built on 1,200 acres purchased by uP in the upper 
southwest quadrant of rochelle, designed for 750,000 
lifts per year with a maximum of one million. Center-
point Properties managed the construction of Global III, 
working closely with uP, the City of rochelle, the Illinois 
department of Commerce and economic opportunity 
and the Illinois department of transportation (Idot) 
to secure funding for public improvements around the 
site.19  the project received federal and state funds, 
including a $4.3 million grant from Idot’s economic 
development Program for roadway access, a $3.3 mil-
lion loan from Idot’s rail Freight Program, and $2.2 
million from an economic development administration 
(eda) grant to fund water and sanitary sewer lines and 
roadway improvements.20 Major roadway access means 
that trucks can get right on the highway with no need 

Illinois River Energy facilility
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theresa Wittenauer, economic development Professional 
at Blackhawk Hills resource Conservation and develop-
ment area (rC&d) says, “rochelle has just continued to 
boom in a time of economic recession, and it can certainly 
be tied to the development of the intermodal facility.” 
the rC&d is an economic development administration 
designated economic development district (edd) for 
a six-county region including ogle County, the jurisdic-
tion encompassing rochelle. Wittenauer elaborates about 
rochelle and the Global III site: “they are sitting in a 
location that has immediate access to multiple, national 
transportation routes. It feeds directly into the region’s 
growing field of warehouse distribution and trucking, 
and that impacts a greater radius than just rochelle or 
ogle County. they are sitting on a gold-mine location 
and they know how to capitalize on it.”23  the ability to 
maintain relationships with the public and private sec-
tors, as well as with agencies that fund projects, allows 
the city and its partners to capitalize on its prime location 
and other attractive characteristics. even during tough 
economic times, smart public investment fosters economic 
development, encourages private investment and creates 
jobs region-wide. although many benefits are enjoyed in 
rochelle because of Global III, the economic development 
impacts extend throughout the region.

At the Rochelle Railroad Park.

Photo Credit: flickr user rochelle, et. al.

Rail crossing.
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to use local roadways and 
cause disruption to local 
traffic in downtown ro-
chelle. existing public assets 
such as interstates and the 
rochelle short line rail spur 
combined with major new 
public infrastructure invest-
ments to drive economic 
development with a notable regional impact.  

Economic impact
a recent study of the economic impact within a 50-mile 
radius around the Global III facility revealed major posi-
tive effects on the surrounding region. It found that the 
facility resulted in over $1 billion in capital investment, 
created 4,500 jobs, and added nine million square feet of 
industrial space in the uP facility.21 With rochelle emerg-
ing as an employment hub, the impact of these economic 
gains is regional and not merely local. as ellen Burgeson, 
a rockford, Illinois-based grant writer and consultant for 
community and economic development, points out, “the 
percentage of people working in rochelle who live outside 
of rochelle increased by 9.6 percent from 2002 to 2008, 
providing evidence that rochelle is growing as a regional 
employment center. as of 2008, only 25.9 percent of all of 
the people working in rochelle also lived in rochelle.” 

the inland port and the accompanying infrastructure 
investments are contributing to regional job gains in small 
rural areas while helping to alleviate congestion in nearby 
Chicago, and there is evidence that the full economic 
impact may just be getting started. recently, the Global III 
facility has seen diverse users and cargos, including a pipe 
company that needed to offload 30 miles of pipe over an 
18-month period, and other company distributing wind-
mill components in a 400-mile radius around rochelle.22 
For a rural region, it can be difficult to find resources to 
market the benefits of locating there, but the railroads 
continue to bring business. as word spreads about the 
available space and unique access to two major railroads, 
the railroads expect that businesses will continue to take 
advantage of the facility and continue to invest in the 
region. 
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Blackhawk Hills rC&d develops and implements the 
regional Comprehensive economic development strategy 
(Ceds) in order to promote job growth and improve 
quality of life in the region.24  a Ceds, which is required 
by the federal eda to qualify for assistance, establishes 
regional goals and objectives and a regional plan of 
action, and identifies investment priorities and fund-
ing sources.  to improve competitiveness of the site and 
bring further economic growth, several projects have been 
planned.  the Blackhawk Hills rC&d 2008-2012 Ceds 
includes several projects related to expanding access to 
the intermodal facility in rochelle, including a truck loop, 
a rail extension and an overpass. these projects reflect the 
regional importance of the Global III facility and demon-
strate the opportunities surrounding areas have to benefit 
from the unique positioning and resources of the City of 
rochelle. although geographical factors and economic 
resources may prevent neighboring jurisdictions from 
replicating the success in rochelle, the regional Ceds 
process and Blackhawk Hills rC&d encourage those in 
the six-county region to figure out how their communi-
ties can build on it. Industries and businesses in the region 
benefit from their proximity to the freight hub, so Global 
III has a positive impact on the surrounding areas beyond 
rochelle. 

the reach of the transportation network is vast, and 
other cities and counties can take advantage of their 
location along major interstate highways. For example, 
many distribution sites are located in lee County along 
I-88, which has direct access to rochelle and the facilities 
located there. Manufacturing has been on the decline, but 
truck traffic and warehousing have benefitted from the 
extensive distribution opportunities in the region. Busi-
nesses have located in the area or expanded operations 
because of existing highway infrastructure and the freight 
handling capacity added by the construction of the Global 
III inland port.25 Job creation and economic development 
are experienced region-wide as communities take advan-
tage of the rochelle site and the regional transportation 
network of which it is a part. Identifying and utilizing re-
gional assets is an essential element of successful regional 
economic development strategy. the lasting impact of 
projects like Global III in rochelle extends far beyond the 
city borders.     
  

Business spotlight: illinois River Energy
Both public and private investments have contrib-
uted to the attractiveness of the Blackhawk Hills re-
gion. one successful business is Illinois river energy 
(Ire), which operates a dry grind corn-to-ethanol 
plant in rochelle that processes over 40 million 
bushels of corn per year. Ire has had a significant 
economic impact in rochelle, bringing 60 new jobs 
with an annual payroll of approximately $3 mil-
lion. the company cites several key local features 
that brought them to rochelle in 2006: the two 
major highways, two major railroads, the City of 
rochelle’s railroad spur that provides free switching 
and access to uP and BnsF, and municipally-owned 
utilities with reasonable rates. rochelle’s location 
amidst plentiful agricultural production ensures an 
adequate supply of inputs, as 300 million bushels of 
corn are grown annually within a 50-mile radius.26 
location and public investments made in transpor-
tation infrastructure contribute immensely to the 
opportunities for business development. For Ire, the 
proximity of the facility to two major railroads made 
it possible to ship dry distiller’s grains, a co-product 
of ethanol production used in livestock feed, in 
containers headed to the Pacific rim. the container 
shipments and rail infrastructure allow Ire access to 
multiple end users. additionally, the proximity of the 
facility to large fuel usage markets such as Chicago, 
Milwaukee and st. louis further differen-
tiates Ire from its competi-
tors.27 these opportunities 
improve Ire’s bottom line 
and contribute to a better 
balance between imports 
and exports.28
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city-owned 243-acre site with opportunity for rail access. 
the city had been working on a master plan for a com-
merce center, explains City administrator Bill Wocken, 
“trying to figure out what needs it would serve and how 
it would work. the city had acquired property for indus-
trial development and had been examining freight and 
transportation needs. Bobcat’s needs brought the issue to 
the forefront.”  thus the nPCC was born as an industrial 
park and intermodal transportation facility to handle 
Bobcat’s overseas shipments. Public funding came from a 
variety of sources, including: $1,126,449 in eda grants 
for water and sewer utility infrastructure and grading; 
north dakota dot-funded roadway connection of the 
I-94 Bismarck expressway for truck traffic from a $2 mil-
lion grant over five years; north dakota dot operational 
feasibility study grant of $125,000; sales tax proceeds 
grant of $4 million for infrastructure development; and 
$8.2 million in primary local financing from the city’s 
Vision Fund, a sales tax revenue-based funding source for 
economic development projects.32 

the new facility opened in 2008 and operated inter-
modal service for 18 months, but Bobcat felt the effects 
of the slowing economy and lacked adequate import and 
export volumes to sustain intermodal operations. Bobcat 
Company eventually ended its shipping contract and in 
2009 announced closure of one of their plants, shedding 
475 manufacturing jobs. However, north dakota’s pro-
business climate and the City of Bismarck’s cooperation 
in developing the nPCC facilitated Bobcat’s continued 
operations in several Bismarck facilities, including their 

Northern Plains commerce center – Bismarck, North Dakota

Northern Pacific Railroad Bridge in Bismarck, North 
Dakota.
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the northern Plains Commerce Center (nPCC) in Bis-
marck, nd is a 243-acre industrial, distribution and 
technology park. the nPCC transload facility offers rail 
access, trucking, storage and warehousing services to 
rail- and non-rail served businesses in the region. sup-
ply chain management services combine with these other 
offerings to provide businesses with new opportunities 
to take advantage of rail for long hauls, allowing for cost 
savings, business expansion and increased market access. 
as a transload facility, the nPCC provides access to the 
equipment and personnel necessary to load freight from 
railcar to truck or truck to railcar. the facility is owned 
by the City of Bismarck and operated by Mallory alex-
ander International logistics, a third-party logistics (3Pl) 
provider specializing in contract warehousing, freight 
forwarding, custom brokerage, import/export services, 
logistics services and consulting. 

the site is located near Interstate 94 and state route 83, 
adjacent to the Bismarck airport. 29 shovel-ready sites 
with existing rail, road, water and sewer infrastructure 
already in place make it easy to site potential business 
clients, according to nPCC General Manager Cathy 
spencer. today, her company works with the state and the 
Bismarck-Mandan development association (BMda) to 
recruit new businesses.30 the BMda is a private, nonprof-
it economic development corporation serving the cities of 
Bismarck and Mandan, which are located adjacent to one 
another on either side of the Missouri river. the nPCC 
facility provides services and opportunities for expansion 
to businesses already in the region, and also contributes 
to the attractiveness of the area for companies consider-
ing operations there. the nPCC is served by Canadian 
Pacific railway and the BnsF and is a part of the BnsF 
Premier transload network of facilities providing origin 
and destination services for rail customers nationwide.31 
although now serving various businesses, the facility was 
first designed specifically to benefit regional international 
shippers.
 
Establishing intermodal service
In 2005, Bobcat Company was considering expanding its 
facilities in Bismarck. they needed intermodal service for 
international shipments, but at the time north dakota did 
not have these services available anywhere in the state. 
Bobcat Company approached the City of Bismarck and 
the BMda about possible expansion, eventually striking 
a deal to expand in Bismarck by utilizing 10 acres of a 
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100,000-square foot manufacturing support facility lo-
cated in the nPCC with over 100 employees. Bobcat also 
maintains a research and development team in Bismarck 
with approximately 150 employees, taking advantage of 
Bismarck’s engineers and other workforce assets, avail-
able due to the educated local workforce and four colleges 
located there. Bobcat may have stimulated the develop-
ment of the state’s first public intermodal facility, but with 
60,000 residents, the city is not reliant on just one com-
pany and the nPCC remains a regional asset.   
  
transition to carload service 
In addition to the 3Pl service provider and Bobcat, the 
facility’s current tenant list also includes Mains Crane 
usa: a crane, rigging and transportation business that 
began leasing space in early 2010. With their 3,300 square 
feet of office and shop space and 22,500 square feet of 
rail yard, Mains Crane provides some freight unloading 
services under contract with the city.33 Mallory alexan-
der has continued marketing the nPCC and its five-acre 
rail yard to other businesses. rail- and non-rail served 
industrial sites of varying sizes are available. rail carload 
service is now transporting lumber, rebar, steel, and some 
liquid bulk, among other cargos. these industries and 
companies take advantage of the carload service from off-
site, utilizing the nearby highways and roads with heavy 
haul capacity.

Businesses have expanded because of the transload 
services and access to rail which they did not have previ-
ously. although the nPCC initially provided containerized 
intermodal service, as BMda director of Business devel-
opment Brian ritter explains, “It is difficult to get inter-
modal service started—international containers require 
a balance of imports and exports, so it is high-risk when 
only a few companies and limited markets are served 
by the intermodal.”34 although Bobcat’s manufacturing 
shutdown ceased international container shipments from 

the facility, the carload feeder service now offered at the 
facility still has some international loads from Mexico 
and Canada. the facility’s transport of rebar and pipe 
by the oil and construction industries highlights the way 
in which rail access contributes to regional industry. the 
economy in north dakota is diverse, and Bismarck’s 
economy is built on three major industries: government 
(the state capital), medical (two hospitals), and energy 
(oil, coal, and emerging wind energy potential). these 
industries are fairly stable, and this diversity insulates the 
area from the peaks and valleys of the nation’s economic 
cycle.35 the energy industry in north dakota utilizes the 
access to rail through pipe shipments for the oil industry 
and 38 trains come through the coal rail line every day. 

Long-term investment and Future Growth
economic development organizations continue to use the 
nPCC to help market the area and attract business as 
well as encourage business expansion, says Brent ekstrom, 
director of Commercial lending for lewis and Clark 
regional development Council.  decreased property 
taxes and government offerings like public finance sources 
have made Bismarck an attractive place for companies 
to locate. a largely rural state, north dakota enjoys a 
miniscule unemployment rate of 3.8 percent, the nation’s 
lowest.36 Creating a vibrant economy that can weather the 
storm of downturn depends on recognizing regional as-
sets, growing targeted industries that make use of existing 
resources, and creating a pro-business climate supported 
by government policy and strong workforce. Facilities 
like the nPCC play a role in this economic development 
strategy by providing opportunities for development and 
expansion through rail access, storage and services for 
efficient distribution. as in Bismarck and north dakota 
as a whole, diversification ensures continued vitality in 
spite of broader economic woes. “the significance of the 
[northern Plains Commerce] Center is long-term,” ritter 
emphasizes. “It is a community asset, but we don’t expect 

Lumber truck. Transloading.
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it to fill up overnight.” successful economic development 
strategies include long-term investment in infrastructure 
that can adapt to regional business needs as they evolve. 
Bismarck’s nPCC is an example of how the public sector 
can facilitate this kind of investment that creates new 
regional assets and opportunities for growth. the origi-
nal site selection was made in order to take advantage of 
truck, rail and air capacity, so expanded services in the 

future are likely to include the adjacent Bismarck airport. 
the future uses of the facility will become clearer as the 
national economy recovers, but the nPCC has experi-
enced dramatic increases in interest in the last year. a 
hopeful sign of good things to come, companies are wait-
ing in line to jump on opportunities to locate there, and 
the nPCC is already worrying about managing the fast 
growth they expect to ensue. 

For more information about the regional development organizations serving the regions profiled here, visit the 
following websites:

Maine
Androscoggin Valley council of Governments 
www.avcog.org

illinois
Blackhawk hills Resource conservation and Development Area
www.blackhawkhills.com

North Dakota
Lewis and clark Regional Development council 
www.lewisandclarkrdc.org
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